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Study of the hp0 spectrum and search for aJPCÄ1À¿ exotic meson
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A partial wave analysis~PWA! of thehp0 system~whereh→gg) produced in the charge exchange reaction
p2p→hp0n at an incident momentum of 18 GeV/c is presented as a function of thehp0 invariant mass
mhp0 and momentum transfer squaredtp2→hp , from the incidentp2 to the outgoinghp0 system.S, P, and
D waves were included in the PWA. Thea0(980) anda2(1320) states are clearly observed in the overallhp0

effective mass distribution as well as in the amplitudes associated withSwave andD waves, respectively, after
partial wave decomposition. The observed distributions in moments~averages of spherical harmonics! were
compared to the results from the PWA and the two are consistent. The distribution intp2→hp for individual D
waves associated with natural and unnatural parity exchange in thet channel are consistent with Regge
phenomenology. Of particular interest in this study is theP wave since this leads to an exoticJPC5121 for the
hp system. AP wave is present in the data; however, attempts to describe the mass dependence of the
amplitude and phase motion with respect to theD wave as a Breit-Wigner resonance are problematic. This has
implications regarding the existence of a reported exoticJPC5121 meson decaying intohp0 with a mass near
1.4 GeV/c2.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The observation nearly four decades ago that mesons
grouped in nonets, each characterized by unique value
JPC—spin (J), parity (P), and charge conjugation~C! quan-
tum numbers—led to the development of the quark mod
Within this picture, mesons are bound states of a quark~q!

and antiquark (q̄). The three light-quark flavors~up, down,
and strange! suffice to explain the spectroscopy of most—b
not all—of the lighter-mass mesons~i.e., below 3 GeV/c2)
that do not explicitly carry heavy flavors~charm or flavored
quarks!. Early observations yielded only thoseJPC quantum
numbers consistent with a fermion-antifermion bound sta
TheJPC quantum numbers of aqq̄ system with a total quark
spin SW and relative angular momentumLW are determined as
follows: JW5LW 1SW , P5(21)L11 and C5(21)L1S. Thus
JPC quantum numbers such as 022, 012, 121 and 212 are
not allowed and are calledexotic in this context.

Our understanding of how quarks form mesons h
evolved within quantum chromodynamics~QCD! and we
now expect a richer spectrum of mesons that takes into
count not only the quark degrees of freedom but also
gluonic degrees of freedom. Gluonic mesons with no qua
~glueballs! are expected. These are bound states of glu
0556-2821/2003/67~9!/094015~19!/$20.00 67 0940
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and since the quantum numbers of low-lying glueballs
not necessarily exotic, they should manifest themselves

extraneous states that cannot be accommodated withinq̄q
nonets. Indeed there is evidence for a glueball state@1# based
on overpopulation of the scalar nonet but identification
complicated since the observed states can be a mixture

glueball andq̄q. Excitations of the gluonic field binding the
quarks can also give rise to so-calledhybrid mesons that can
be viewed as bound states of a quark, antiquark and vale
gluon (qq̄g). An alternative picture of hybrid mesons, on
supported by lattice QCD, is one in which a gluonic flux tu
forms between the quark and antiquark and the excitation
this flux tube lead to so-calledhybrid mesons@2#. Conven-
tional q̄q mesons arise when the flux tube is in its grou
state. Some hybrid mesons can have a unique signature
otic JPC, and therefore the spectroscopy of exotic hyb
mesons is not complicated by possible mixing with conve
tional q̄q states. According to the flux-tube model@2# and
lattice gauge calculations@3#, one expects the lightestJPC

5121 exotic hybrid to have a mass of about 1.9 GeV/c2. In
contrast, calculations based on the MIT bag model@4–6#
place the mass of the lightestJPC5121 hybrid meson at
about 1.4 GeV/c2.

The spectroscopy of exotic mesons provides an attrac
©2003 The American Physical Society15-1
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starting point for the study of gluonic excitations. Since fl
tubes are thought to be responsible for the confinem
mechanism in QCD, experimental information on this sp
troscopy is of fundamental importance.

A. Experimental situation

After about two decades of experimental searches th
have been reports of experimental observations of states
JPC5121 by the Brookhaven E852 Collaboration inp2p
interactions at 18 GeV/c. One of these has a mass
(159368247

129) MeV/c2 and width of (168
620212

1150) MeV/c2 and decays intor0p2 @7,8# and another
has a similar mass (1597610210

145) MeV/c2, but a larger
width (340640250

150) MeV/c2, and decays intoh8p2 @9#.
The E852 Collaboration also reported observation of ano
JPC5121 state with mass (1370616230

150) MeV/c2 and a
width of (3856402105

165 ) MeV/c2 decaying intohp2 @10,11#.
If an hp system is in aP wave, the resultingJPC quantum
number combination is exotic (121). Critical to the identi-
fication of this state is not only showing the presence ofP
wave, but also that the resulting line shape is consistent w
a Breit-Wigner and that the phase motion of theP, as deter-
mined by its interference with the dominantD wave cannot
be due solely to thea2

2(1320) resonance. Soon after th
E852 report, the Crystal Barrel Collaboration reported
exotic JPC5121 state produced inp̄n→p2p0h obtained
by stopping antiprotons in liquid deuterium@12#. They re-
ported a mass of (1400620220

120) MeV/c2 and a width of

(310650230
150) MeV/c2. A later analysis ofp̄p→p0p0h sup-

ported this evidence for an exotic state@13#.
The first claim of an exotic meson decaying intohp0

with a mass of 1400 MeV/c2 was made by the GAMS Col
laboration in the reactionp2p→hp0n @14# but a later
analysis by the group@15# led to ambiguous results. The VE
Collaboration also presented evidence for aP-wave contri-
bution in hp @16# and at KEK a claim was made for a
exotichp state@17# as well but with a mass and width clos
to that of thea2(1320) and leakage from the dominantD
wave could not be excluded.

Indeed, in all the observations, thehp P wave enhance-
ments have cross sections that are substantially smaller
the dominanta2(1320) so this leakage, usually due to
imperfect understanding of experimental acceptance,
source of concern. For example, an observed enhanceme
the P wave in therp system at low mass was reported
references@7,8# as being due to leakage. Apart from the
experimental issues, the interpretation of the nature of lo
masshp P wave amplitude and phase motion should
guided by the principle of parsimony—less exotic interp
tations must also be considered.

This work presents a partial wave analysis~PWA! of the
hp0 system produced inp2p interactions at an inciden
momentum of 18 GeV/c using the E852 apparatus. In th
analysis both theh and p0 are detected through their 2g
decays. The starting point uses data corresponding to
reactionp2p→4gn. A subset of these data correspond
p2p→p0p0n and the partial wave analysis of thep0p0
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system has been reported on in an earlier publication@18#.
Here we present the PWA of data fromp2p→hp0n.

In contrast to thehp2 system, charge conjugationC is a
good quantum number for the neutralhp0 system. In the
E852 experiment thehp2 and hp0 systems have differen
systematics. The latter relies on measurements from an e
tromagnetic detector alone while the former also requi
information from charged particle tracking in the forwa
direction. Moreover, as will be discussed below, two res
nances dominate thep2p→hp0n reaction; the scalar (S
wave! a0(980) and the tensor (D wave! a2(1320) providing
benchmarks for the PWA. In contrast, only thea2(1320) is
dominant in thep2p→hp2p reaction.

B. Outline for this paper

This paper is organized as follows. The experimen
overview is presented in Sec. II. Event reconstruction a
data selection are described in Sec. III. The details of
PWA formalism and results are given in Sec. IV along w
the criteria used to select the physical solution from the se
ambiguous solutions. In Sec. V the results of leakage stu
are presented. In Sec. VI the distributions in moments~aver-
ages of spherical harmonics! are compared with moment
calculated from the PWA solutions. Fits to the moment d
tributions are also presented. In Sec. VII the mass andt de-
pendence of the PWA solutions are presented and discus
In particular thet distributions for theD waves are described
within the context of Regge phenomenology. The conc
sions are summarized in Sec. VIII.

II. EXPERIMENTAL OVERVIEW

The E852 apparatus@19# was built around and included
the Multi-Particle Spectrometer~MPS! at BNL. The data
used for the analysis reported in this paper were collecte
1994 and 1995 using a nearly pure (.95%) beam of nega-
tive pions of momentum 18.3 GeV/c. A 30-cm-long liquid
hydrogen target was surrounded by a cylindrical drift cha
ber @20# and an array of thallium-doped CsI crystals@21#
arranged in a barrel, all located inside the MPS dipole m
net. Drift chambers were used to track charged partic
downstream of the target. Two proportional wire chamb
~PWC’s!, downstream of the target, were used in requiri
specific charged particle multiplicities in the event trigger.
3000-element lead glass detector~LGD! @22# measured the
energies and positions of photons in the forward directi
The dimensions of the LGD matched the downstream ap
ture of the MPS magnet. Photons missing the LGD w
detected by the CsI array or by a lead-scintillator sandw
array ~DEA! downstream of the target and arranged arou
an aperture to allow for the passage of charged particles

The first level trigger required that the unscattered or e
tically scattered beam not enter an arrangement of two sm
beam-veto scintillation counters located in front of the LG
The next level of trigger required that there be no signal
the DEA and no charged particles recorded in the cylindri
drift chamber surrounding the target or in the PWC’s~an
all-neutral trigger!. In the 1994 run all layers of the cylindri
5-2
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STUDY OF THEhp0 SPECTRUM AND SEARCH FOR . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW D 67, 094015 ~2003!
cal drift chamber were used in the trigger requirem
whereas in the 1995 run, only the outer layer was used
common off-line analysis criterion required no hits in t
cylindrical drift chamber. The final trigger requirement was
minimum deposition of electromagnetic energy in the LG
@22# corresponding to 12 GeV.

The LGD is central to this analysis. The LGD was in
tially calibrated by moving each module into a monoen
getic electron beam. Further calibration was performed
adjusting the calibration constant for each module until
width of thep0 andh peaks in thegg effective mass distri-
bution was minimized. The calibration constants were a
used for a trigger processor that did a digital calculation
energy deposited in the LGD and the effective mass of p
tons striking the LGD@22#. A laser-based monitoring system
allowed for tracking the gains of individual modules.

Studies were made of various algorithms for finding clu
ters of energies deposited by photons, including issue
photon-to-photon separation and position finding resoluti
These are also described in Ref.@22#.

III. EVENT RECONSTRUCTION AND DATA SELECTION

Experiment E852 took data in 1994 and 1995 with
approximate sevenfold increase in statistics collected in 1
compared to 1994. The combined data sets taken in 1994
1995 contain approximately 70 million all-neutral trigger
events. Of these events, approximately 13 million w
found to have four photons in the LGD. Figure 1 shows
scatterplot of one di-photon effective mass against the o
di-photon combination in the event. There are clear indi
tions of the presence ofp0p0 andhp0 events in the sample
The single clustering atmgg5mgg50.135 GeV/c2 is domi-
nated by p0p0 events and the two clusterings atmgg

FIG. 1. The plot of pairs of di-photon effective masses (mi j vs

mkl) for all pairs of photons (i , j ,k,l ) is dominated by thep0p0

signal. Clear evidence is also seen for the production ofhp0.
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50.135 GeV/c2, mgg50.540 GeV/c2 are dominated by
hp0 events.

Studies were carried out comparing the 1994 and 1
data sets for bothp0p0 andhp0 events. In each case distr
butions in the decay angles of thep0p0 ~or hp0) system
were studied in mass bins of 40 MeV/c2 and in four bins of
t, wheret is the square of the momentum transferred from
beamp2 to the outgoing 4g system. A Kolmogorov test
measured the probability that the two distributions~1994 and
1995 data! in each case were consistent with having be
drawn from the same parent distribution. The conclusion
this study is that the 1994 and 1995 data sets are statistic
indistinguishable.

Events consistent with the production of twop0’s domi-
nate the sample. The partial wave analysis of thep0p0

events is presented in an unpublished thesis of Gunter@23#
and in a previous paper@18#. The identification of events
from the reactionp2p→hp0n is described in the unpub
lished thesis of Lindenbusch@24#.

The sample of 45 000p2p→hp0n events was selecte
from the 13 million four photon events by imposing vario
analysis criteria. It was required that no charged partic
were registered in the MPS drift chambers or the cylindri
drift chamber surrounding the liquid hydrogen target. Th
cut was performed at the pre-reconstruction level and w
based on total hit multiplicity. Any event with a photo
within 8 cm of the center of the beam hole or the outer ed
of the LGD was removed.

Monte Carlo studies were carried out to determine thex2

criteria needed to selecthp0 events and eliminate back
grounds from other processes, especially fromp0p0 events.
Events corresponding top0p0, hp0, hh, and h8p0 were
generated and passed through detector simulation, re
struction, kinematic fitting, and other event selection so
ware. Thex2 returned from kinematic fitting to thepp
→hp0n reaction hypothesis was required to be less than
~95% C.L. for a three-constraint fit!. The two-constraintx2

for the p0p0 hypothesis~no requirement that the missin
mass be consistent with the neutron mass! was required to be
greater than 100. It was found that this latter cut elimina
true p0p0 events that have a poor fit to thepp→p0p0n
hypothesis. A further demand was that none of the other fi
state hypotheses considered (hhn, h8p0n) had a betterx2

than that used to select thehp0n hypothesis.
The final criterion was that the CsI detector registered l

than 20 MeV, a cut which eliminated events with low-ener
p0’s. Background studies@24# estimated the non-h back-
ground in thepp→hp0n. The signal-to-noise ratio varie
from about 5.1:1 in thehp0 mass region 1.2 to 1.5 GeV/c2

to 2.5:1 in thehp0 mass regions below this range and abo
this range up to 1.8 GeV/c2.

Thehp0 effective mass distribution is shown in Fig. 2~a!.
Thea0(980) anda2(1320) states, one a scalar and the oth
a tensor, are clearly observed. The presence of both stat
important for this analysis since it provides a basis, as will
discussed below, for selecting the physical solutions fr
among mathematically ambiguous solutions in doing the p
tial wave analysis. This distribution inhp0 effective mass is
5-3
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FIG. 2. Distribution in the~a! hp0 effective mass,~b! momentum-transfer-squared (2tp2→hp) from the incomingp2 to the outgoing
hp0 system. These distributions are not corrected for losses due to acceptance.
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not corrected for the acceptance of the apparatus but
PWA procedure does take into account the effects of exp
mental acceptance.

The distribution intp2→hp is shown in Fig. 2~b!. Figure 3
shows the four-photon effective mass distribution for eve
with a diphoton mass combination consistent with ap0 and
the other di-photon mass either below or above theh mass
region for a portion of the total four-photon sample. T
resultingggp0 spectra do not show the enhancements at
a0(980) anda2(1320) observed in thehp0 spectrum.

A possible source of background in thehp0 in the
a0(980) mass region are events corresponding to produc

FIG. 3. Distribution in the four photon effective mass for even
with a reconstructedp0 and the othergg effective mass combina
tion falling below ~solid! and above~dashed! the h mass region.
Neither distribution shows the structure observed forhp0 events.
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of the final statehp0p0n and in particular that subset co
responding tof 1(1285)n where thef 1 decays toa0p0. There
events can enter the sample under study if one of thep0’s
escapes detection. From a Monte Carlo study of this sam
@24# based on a measurement off 1(1285) production in this
experiment@19# it is estimated that at most 10% of the even
in the a0(980) region are due to this background process

The acceptance inhp0 effective mass andtp2→hp was
estimated by generating Monte Carlo events correspond
to the reactionp2p→hp0n. The acceptance functions as
function of hp0 effective mass are shown in Fig. 4. Th
acceptance intp2→hp increases for2t near zero. This
comes about because of the all-neutral requirement in
trigger. The recoil neutron produced in the reaction can
teract and cause a signal in the CsI detector thereby vet
true p0p0n events but for small values ofutu the neutron
cannot escape the LH2 target and the event will not be ve
toed.

IV. PARTIAL WAVE ANALYSIS

Partial wave analysis is used to extract production am
tudes~partial waves! from the observed decay angular dist
butions of the hp0 system. A process such asp2p
→hp0n, dominated byt-channel meson exchange, is co
veniently analyzed in the Gottfried-Jackson reference fra
The Gottfried-Jackson frame is defined as a right-handed
ordinate system in the center of mass of the producedhp0

system with thez axis defined by the beam particle mome
tum and they axis perpendicular to the plane defined by t
beam and recoil neutron momenta. The decay angles (u,f)
are determined by theh four-momentum vector. At a fixed
beam momentum, an event is fully specified
(mhp ,t,u,f). The acceptances of the E852 apparatus for
Gottfried-Jackson angles were studied using Monte Ca
simulations. Results for thehp0 effective mass region from
1.3 GeV/c2 to 1.4 GeV/c2 are shown in Fig. 5.

The production amplitudes and their relative phases
extracted from the accumulated angular distributions,
5-4
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FIG. 4. Acceptance as a func
tion of ~a! hp0 effective mass,~b!
momentum-transfer square
(2tp2→hp) from the incoming
p2 to the outgoinghp0 system.
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bins inmhp andt, using an extended maximum likelihood fi
to the distributions in (u,f) @23–25#. Fits were performed
for three bins intp2→hp ~or simply t) which we label as
low-utu for utu,0.14 (GeV/c)2, medium-utu for 0.14,utu
,0.31 (GeV/c)2, and high-utu for utu.0.31 (GeV/c)2. For
eacht bin the PWA fits were performed in 0.04 GeV/c2-wide
hp0 mass bins.

Events corresponding to the reactionp2p→hp0n were
processed through PWA software that extracts partial w
amplitudes and phase differences between various pa
waves. This procedure takes into account information ab
the acceptance of the apparatus. The PWA formalism use
this analysis is model independent since the three-body
state follows from a quasi-two-body interaction. This is
contrast to theisobar model needed for more complex fin
states, for example, in which one makes specific assumpt
about a series of sequential decays leading to the final s
under consideration.

The decay angular distributions are described by an
pansion in partial waves that are products of a produc
amplitude for a state of angular momentumL and associated
magnetic quantum numberM and a decay amplitude, also fo
a givenL andM. The angular momentumL is between theh
and thep0. The production amplitude takes into account t
spin degrees of freedom of the initial and final nucleons a
the naturality of the exchange particle. That is, the assu
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tion is made that in this peripheral process the producedhp0

state results from at-channel exchange from the nucleo
vertex to the meson production vertex. Alternatively one c
view the production vertex as a time-reversed decay of
producedhp0 state into the beam particle (p) and the ex-
changed particle.

Parity conservation in the strong interactions implies
relationship between the magnetic quantum numberM and
naturality. Following Ref.@25# we choose a basis characte
ized by the naturality of the exchanged particle.Natural par-
ity exchange obtains if parity and spin are related asP
5(21)J ~e.g.,r meson exchange! and the exchange isun-
natural if P5(21)J11 ~e.g.,p meson exchange!.

This basis, thereflectivitybasis, is one that does not po
sess the mixed symmetries of theD functions or spherical
harmonics under rotations about they axis. ForM.0 the
linear combination with positive reflectivity, correspondin
to natural parity exchange, is

1DM0
L ~f,u,0![

1

A2
@DM0

L ~f,u,0!2~21!MD2M0
L ~f,u,0!#

~1!

and the linear combination with negative reflectivity, corr
sponding to unnatural parity exchange, is
e

FIG. 5. Acceptance in

Gottfried-Jackson angles for th
hp0 effective mass region from
1.3 to 1.4 GeV/c2 for ~a!
cos(uGJ), ~b! fGJ.
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FIG. 6. PWA solution for the
~a! S0 and ~b! D1 waves as a
function of hp0 effective mass.
All mathematically ambiguous so
lutions are shown.
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L ~f,u,0![

1

A2
@DM0

L ~f,u,0!1~21!MD2M0
L ~f,u,0!#.

~2!

For M50 the reflectivity is negative and

2D00
L ~f,u,0![D00

L ~f,u,0!. ~3!

The distribution of events inmhp , t, u andf is given by

I ~mhp ,t,u,f!5U(
LM

ALM
1 ~mhp ,t ! 1DM0

L ~u,f,0!U2

1U(
LM

ALM
2 ~mhp ,t !2DM0

L* ~u,f,0!U2

,

~4!

where theALM are the production amplitudes and we refer
the various waves asS0[A00

2 , P1[A11
1 , P2[A11

2 , P0

[A10
2 , D1[A21

1 , D2[A21
2 , andD0[A20

2 .
In this analysis we consideredL50,1,2 ~the nomenclature

is S, P, andD, respectively!. Waves are further characterize
by a subscript 0 ifM50 and1 or 2 if uM u51. As noted in
Ref. @25#, amplitudes withuM u.1 are not expected to b
important for the production of mesons inpp quasi-two-
body processes. This assumption is borne out by PWA fit
these data indicating little contribution fromuM u.1. We
present these results after the discussion of fitting the
ments distributions. The amplitudes considered in this an
sis, S0 , P0 , P2 , D0, and D2 are produced viaunnatural
exchange andP1 and D1 are produced vianatural ex-
change. Waves of different naturality do not interfere. Sin
the nucleon polarization is not being measured, in Eq.~4! the
dependence on the nucleon helicity is implicit in the prod
tion amplitude, e.g.,uD1u25uD1

11u21uD1
12u2 with the up-

per labels referring to the target and recoil nucleon helici
and the two amplitudes representing nucleon helicity flip a
nonflip.

Ambiguities and finding the physical solution. There are
multiple discrete sets of partial wave amplitudes that c
give rise to exactly the same angular distribution@25#. It can
be shown that for the production of two pseudoscalars w
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only S, P, and D waves there are up to eight ambiguo
solutions. For a given bin inmhp0 these multiple solutions
can be found by randomly seeding the fit~using sets of dif-
ferent initial values for the amplitudes! and doing multiple
fits.

It is also possible to find the ambiguous solutions anal
cally, starting with one of the solutions found from the fittin
procedure using the method of Barrelet zeroes@26#. In this
analysis the ambiguous solutions found from multiple ra
domly seeded fits were found to be consistent with the a
biguous solutions found analytically.

As an example, all ambiguous solutions are shown for
S0 andD1 waves for the full range int in Fig. 6. The pres-
ence of the dominanta2(1320) in theD wave leads to a
clustering of solutions about the expected Breit-Wigner l
shape. The solutions for theSwave are more widely distrib-
uted.

When possible, mass-bin to mass-bin continuity alo
with other independent criteria must be used to select
physical solutions among the ambiguous solutions. In t
analysis the presence of the well-establisheda0(980) and
a2(1320) states, as observed in thehp mass distribution,
provides a means by which to select the physical soluti
For eachmhp mass bin the solution selected asphysical is
one where theS0 and D1 amplitudes and the phase diffe
enceDF(D02S0) all as a function ofhp mass, are simul-
taneously most consistent with two interfering Breit-Wign
amplitudes with masses and widths for thea0(980) and
a2(1320) as listed by the Particle Data Group~PDG! @27#.
For example, referring to Fig. 6, theS0 amplitude of the
physical solution in the 1.0 GeV/c2 region should be large
and its correspondingD1 amplitude small and in the
1.3 GeV/c2 mass region theD1 amplitude should be large
and theS0 amplitude should be small. It was found that th
requirement that theS0 andD1 solutions simultaneously lie
close to the expected line shapes leaves a few ambigu
that are removed when the criterion of proximity to the e
pected value ofDF(D02S0) is imposed. We note that al
though thea2(1320) is dominant in theD1 wave, the crite-
rion for selection involved the phase difference between
D0 andS0 waves—theD1 andS0 waves do not interfere. In
summary, these criteria were sufficient to uniquely select
physical solution.
5-6
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STUDY OF THEhp0 SPECTRUM AND SEARCH FOR . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW D 67, 094015 ~2003!
In the discussion below that follows the description of fi
to experimentally observed moments distributions, we d
cuss additional quantitative measures for discarding o
ambiguous solutions as well as the effect of their inclus
on the stability of the final results. In addition, as discuss
below, thet dependences of the selectedD-wave solutions
are well-described by Regge phenomenology as is the r
(D02D2)/D1 , giving us confidence in the selection proc
dure.

In Fig. 7 the selected physical solution in each of the lo
utu, medium-utu, and high-utu regions is shown as a functio
of hp0 mass for theS0-wave, D1-wave, and theDF(S0
2D0) phase difference. Also shown are the correspond
line shapes and phase differences assuming two interfe
Breit-Wigner forms for thea0(980) anda2(1320)—the basis
for the criteria used to select the physical solutions. We n

FIG. 7. Physical PWA solution for the~top! S0 ~middle! D1

waves and~bottom! DF(S02D0) phase difference for low-utu,
medium-utu, and high-utu as a function ofhp0 effective mass. The
curves are the Breit-Wigner line shapes used as criteria for sele
the physical solution and more details are given in the text.
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that the intensity and phase motion of theS0 wave is also
consistent with the presence of both thea0(980) and the
a0(1450). Thea0(1450) resonance parameters have be
extracted from a coupled channel analysis of final states
ducted in p̄p annihilations@28#. This may account for the
excess of events in the 1.4 GeV/c2 mass region for the
S0-wave intensity. However, because of the large statist
errors in this region we have not been able to unambigou
extract thea0(1450) resonance parameters. We will return
this issue in Secs. VI and VII.

V. LEAKAGE STUDIES

Incomplete or incorrect understanding of the experimen
acceptance can lead to serious systematic effects in this
of analysis. In particular, it is possible that part of a larg
dominant partial wave~for exampleD1) could appear as a
spurious signal in a different partial wave. We refer to th
phenomenon asleakageand study it by intentionally using
an incorrect model of the acceptance.

A Monte Carlo sample of purea2(1320) events was gen
erated including bothD0 andD1 waves. This Monte Carlo
sample included the effects of experimental acceptance.
sample was analyzed in two ways, in one case our best
mate of the acceptance was used, in the second no corre
for the acceptance was made.

The analysis using the acceptance correction should
duce as output onlyD0 andD1 waves with all others con-
sistent with zero. This was found to be the case and
resultingS0 andP1 solutions are compared to theD1 inten-
sity in Fig. 8~a!. A similar result was obtained for all othe
waves. We conclude that there are no pathological defec
our method since we were able to reproduce correct ou
from known input.

The second analysis provides an upper limit as to
contribution of leakage in this analysis. The acceptance
known to be significantly different than 100% and a functi
of the kinematic variables, see, for example, Fig. 4. Appro
mating the acceptance as equal to 100% independent o
kinematic variables simulates a situation where our und

ng
d-

t-
n

-
n

FIG. 8. Results of leakage
studies. A sample of Monte Carlo
events was generated correspon
ing to production of thea2(1320)
populatingD waves. The sample
was passed through cuts simula
ing detector acceptance and the
through the PWA fitting software.
In one case~a! the detector accep
tance was used in the fitting and i
the other~b! the acceptance infor-
mation was ignored.
5-7
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DZIERBA et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW D 67, 094015 ~2003!
standing of the acceptance is as incorrect as possible,
providing a limit on the effect of leakage.

It was found that ignoring the acceptance does gene
spurious signals in other partial waves. Results for theP1

and S0 partial waves are shown in Fig. 8~b!. Crucial to the
interpretation of this spuriousP1 partial wave is the fact tha
even when ignoring corrections for the acceptance,
DF(P12D1) phase difference is independent of mass.
we will show below, the observedDF(P12D1) phase dif-
ference is a strong function ofhp0 mass.

VI. EXPERIMENTAL MOMENTS

To check the results of PWA fitting, moments of th
spherical harmonics were calculated for each bin inmhp0 for
each of the threet regions. These moments are labeled
H(LM ) and are defined as

H~LM !5E I ~V!DM0
L* ~f,u,0!dV. ~5!

Since

H~00!5E I ~V!dV, ~6!

H(00)/(4p) is just the number of events. Moments are
rectly measured observables and therefore not subject to
biguities. Given a set of amplitudes, the expected value
the moments can be calculated. If the partial wave expan

FIG. 9. Comparison between experimentally observed mom
distributions~filled circles! and moments calculated using PWA s
lutions ~open circles! as a function ofhp0 effective mass for the
moments~a! H(00), ~b! H(10), ~c! H(20), and~d! H(30). The
relation between moments and PWA amplitudes and phase d
ences is given in the text.
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is limited to S, P, and D waves withuM u<1 there are 12
nonzero moments and the following relations hold:

H~00!5uS0u21uP0u21uP2u21uD0u2

1uD2u21uP1u21uD1u2, ~7!

H~10!5
2

A3
Re$S0P0* %1

4

A15
Re$P0D0* %

1
2

A5
Re$P2D2* %1

2

A5
Re$P1D1* %, ~8!

H~11!5
2

A6
Re$S0P2* %1

2

A10
Re$P0D2* %

2
2

A30
Re$P2D0* %, ~9!

H~20!5
2

A5
Re$S0D0* %1

2

5
uP0u22

1

5
uP2u22

1

5
uP1u2

1
2

7
uD0u21

1

7
uD2u21

1

7
uD1u2, ~10!

nt

r-

TABLE I. The mass and width for thea0(980), a2(1320) and a
P-wave resonance obtained from a simultaneous fit to the distr
tions in each of 12 moments. Details are given in the text. For fit~I!
the P-wave mass and width are allowed to float. For fit~II ! the
P-wave parameters are fixed at the values reported in Ref.@11#. The
x2 per degree of freedom,xn

2 is also given for the two fits.

low-utu medium-utu high-utu

Ma0
(I) 0.98760.002 0.98060.005 1.00560.01

Ma0
(II) 0.98760.002 0.98160.007 0.99060.006

Ga0
(I) 0.09460.011 0.24660.031 0.3760.050

Ga0
(II) 0.09460.010 0.2160.04 0.3160.04

Ma2
(I) 1.31860.003 1.32960.002 1.33260.003

Ma2
(II) 1.31860.003 1.32960.002 1.33560.003

Ga2
(I) 0.14160.0093 0.15560.0067 0.17260.0092

Ga2
(II) 0.14160.009 0.14760.007 0.17460.009

MX(I) 1.38660.032 9.9968.77 3.4760.70

MX(II) 1.37 1.37 1.37
GX(I) 0.36360.081 0.1160.31 0.1060.27

GX(II) 0.37 0.37 0.37
xn

2(I) 1.55 1.40 1.43
xn

2(II) 1.54 1.70 2.00
5-8
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H~21!5
2

A10
Re$S0D2* %1

2

5
A3

2
Re$P0P2* %

1
2

7A2
Re$D0D2* %, ~11!

H~22!5
1

5
A3

2
uP2u22

1

5
A3

2
uP1u2

1
1

7
A3

2
uD2u22

1

7
A3

2
uD1u2, ~12!

H~30!5
6

7
A3

5
Re$P0D0* %2

6

7A5
Re$P2D2* %

2
6

7A5
Re$P1D1* %, ~13!

FIG. 10. The observedH(00) moment as a function ofhp0

effective mass for different ranges of momentum-transfer-squa
utp2→hpu: ~a! low-utu, ~b! medium-utu, and~c! high-utu. The curves
are results of fits described in the text.H(00)5uS0u21uP0u2

1uP2u21uD0u21uD2u21uP1u21uD1u2.
09401
H~31!5
4

7
A3

5
Re$P0D2* %1

6

7A5
Re$P2D0* %, ~14!

H~32!5
2

7
A3

2
Re$P2D2* %2

2

7
A3

2
Re$P1D1* %, ~15!

H~40!5
2

7
uD0u22

4

21
uD2u22

4

21
uD1u2, ~16!

H~41!5
2

7
A5

3
Re$D0D2* %, ~17!

H~42!5A10

21
uD2u22A10

21
uD1u2. ~18!

We note that theH(1M ) and H(3M ) moments involve
only terms linear in theP wave and theH(4M ) moments
only involve D waves. The above equations also undersc

d
FIG. 11. The observedH(10) moment as a function ofhp0

effective mass for different ranges of momentum-transfer-squa
utp2→hpu: ~a! low-utu, ~b! medium-utu, and~c! high-utu. The curves
are results of fits described in the text.H(10)5 2/A3 Re$S0P0* %
1 4/A15 Re$P0D0* %1 2/A5 Re$P2D2* %1 2/A5 Re$P1D1* %.
5-9
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DZIERBA et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW D 67, 094015 ~2003!
the inherent ambiguities in this partial wave analysis. So
ing for the amplitudes and their interferences in terms of
non-ambiguous observable moments does not lead
unique solution.

In Fig. 9 we show the comparison of moments compu
directly from data with those calculated from the above
pressions using the selected PWA solutions for theH(00),
H(10), H(20), andH(30) moments. The agreement is e
cellent and similar results were obtained for the other m
ments.

Fitting the moments.The moments as function ofhp0

mass were fitted using the above equations and assu
Breit-Wigner resonance line shapes for thea0(980),
a2(1320), and a possibleP-wave resonance. These lin
shapes specify the form of the mass dependence of the
plitudes and phases~interference terms! in the above equa
tions.

A relativistic Breit-Wigner form was used:

ALM~m!5
ALMBL@~qR!2#

m22mr
21 imrGL~m!

, ~19!

FIG. 12. The observedH(11) moment as a function ofhp0

effective mass for different ranges of momentum-transfer-squa
utp2→hpu: ~a! low-utu, ~b! medium-utu, and~c! high-utu. The curves
are results of fits described in the text.H(11)5 2/A6 Re$S0P2* %
1 2/A10 Re$P0D2* %2 2/A30 Re$P2D0* %.
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whereq5l(m,mp ,mh) is the breakup momentum of mas
m. ALM is a complex, mass-independent normalization, a
mr is mass of the resonance. The energy dependent wid
given by

GL~m!5G r S q

qr
D S mr

m D S BL@~qR!2#

BL@~qrR!2# D
2

~20!

with qr5l(mr ,mp ,mh) and the barrier factorsBL(x)
given by B0(x)51, B1(x)5Ax/(11x), B2(x)

5Ax2/@(x23)219x#, where theR parametrizes the rang
of the interaction. In the cross section, phase space in
duces a factor ofq which multiplies the intensity function
given in Eq.~4!. Finally theS-wave contribution was modi-
fied by adding an incoherent background parametrized a
linear function inmhp0.

There are 21 parameters allowed to vary in the simu
neous fits to the distributions of the 12 moments as a fu
tion of hp0 mass. TheS-, P-, andD-wave Breit-Wigners are

d
FIG. 13. The observedH(20) moment as a function ofhp0

effective mass for different ranges of momentum-transfer-squa
utp2→hpu: ~a! low-utu, ~b! medium-utu, and~c! high-utu. The curves
are results of fits described in the text.H(20)5 2/A5 Re$S0D0* %
1

2
5 uP0u22

1
5 uP2u22

1
5 uP1u21

2
7 uD0u21

1
7 uD2u21

1
7 uD1u2.
5-10
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STUDY OF THEhp0 SPECTRUM AND SEARCH FOR . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW D 67, 094015 ~2003!
each characterized by a mass and width for a total of
parameters. Each of the seven waves is characterized
complex number but the overall phase for each reflectivit
fixed accounting for 12 more parameters. Finally the slo
and intercept of the background and theR parameter accoun
for the final three parameters. The values of these param
resulting from the fits are shown in Table I. We have a
attempted to include a secondS0-wave resonance to accou
for a possiblea0(1450) in the data. The moment fits wer
however, not able to constrain thea0(1450) resonance pa
rameters. We therefore removed thea0(1450) from the mo-
ments fits. This has no effect on the results and interpreta
of the P-wave fits.

The outcome of the fitting is shown for all moments f
the three ranges oft described above in Figs. 10–21. Th
moments shown are corrected for acceptance using the
cedure described in Ref.@25#. The solid curves are the resu
of fits in which all of the 21 parameters described abo
were allowed to float. The dashed curves are the result
fits where theP-wave Breit-Wigner mass was fixed a

FIG. 14. The observedH(21) moment as a function ofhp0

effective mass for different ranges of momentum-transfer-squa
utp2→hpu: ~a! low-utu, ~b! medium-utu, and~c! high-utu. The curves
are results of fits described in the text.H(21)5 2/A10 Re$S0D2* %

1
2
5A 3

5 Re$P0P2* %1 2/7A2 Re$D0D2* %.
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1.37 GeV/c2 and the width was fixed at 0.37 GeV/c2. These
are the parameters reported for theP-wave exotic in the
hp2 channel in Ref.@11#.

In the low-t region, theS0 wave is prominent atmhp0

;1 GeV/c2 and agrees well with the expected contributi
to thehp0 spectrum from the decay of thea0(980) meson.
The S0 wave is produced without flipping helicities at th
meson vertex and therefore it is dominant at low-t and de-
creases with increasingutu. The structure at mhp0

;1 GeV/c2 in theH(10) andH(11) moments~Figs. 11 and
12, respectively! reflects the interference between theS and
P waves and it is noticeable only at low-t where theS-wave
production is the strongest. TheD1 wave dominates the
spectrum atmhp0;1.3 GeV/c2 and since it is produced with
a meson helicity flip it is suppressed at low-t and it is the
largest in the medium-t region. In all threet-regions, how-
ever, it is well described by a Breit-Wigner shape cor
sponding to thea2(1320) meson. As theD1 production in-
creases~to medium and larget regions!, the structure in the

d
FIG. 15. The observedH(22) moment as a function ofhp0

effective mass for different ranges of momentum-transfer-squa
utp2→hpu: ~a! low-utu, ~b! medium-utu, and~c! high-utu. The curves

are results of fits described in the text.H(22)5 1
5A 3

2 uP2u2

2
1
5A 3

2 uP1u21
1
7A 3

2 uD2u22
1
7A 3

2 uD1u2.
5-11
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DZIERBA et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW D 67, 094015 ~2003!
momentH(10) ~Fig. 11! moves to thea2 region and a simi-
lar structure in the momentH(30) ~Fig. 16! appears. Simi-
larly, the interference of the negative reflectivityP waves
with the negative reflectivityD waves is reflected in the mo
mentsH(11) andH(31) ~Figs. 12 and 17, respectively! at
mhp0;1.3 GeV/c2.

The fit corresponding to the fixedP-wave parameters
~dashed curve! is significantly worse inH(10) ~Fig. 11!—a
moment linear in theP-wave and somewhat worse or n
better in the other moments that are linear in theP-wave—
H(11) ~Fig. 12!, H(30) ~Fig. 16! and H(31) ~Fig. 17!. In
addition to the H(00) moment distribution, the othe
moments—H(20), H(22), H(40), andH(42)—are prima-
rily sensitive to the presence of thea2 meson, and therefore
are not very sensitive to treatment ofP-waves in the fit. The
fit with the P-wave parameters fixed gives a significan
worsex2 per degree of freedom (xn

2 from 1.70 to 2.00! as
compared to the case when theP-wave parameters are a
lowed to float (xn

2 from 1.37 to 1.43!. In the later case, how

FIG. 16. The observedH(30) moment as a function ofhp0

effective mass for different ranges of momentum-transfer-squa
utp2→hpu: ~a! low-utu, ~b! medium-utu, and~c! high-utu. The curves

are results of fits described in the text.H(30)5 6
7A 3

5 Re$P0D0* %
2 6/7A5 Re$P2D2* %2 6/7A5 Re$P1D1* %.
09401
ever, it was found that no single set of consistent parame
could be found for theP waves across the threet ranges. In
the low-t range theP wave with mass of 1.39 GeV/c2 and
width of 0.36 GeV/c2 was found, which is the only solution
consistent with what was reported for thehp2 channel@11#.
However, even in thist range other solutions could also b
found with masses ranging from 1 to 5 GeV/c2. For ex-
ample, a solution for aP wave with a mass of 0.91 GeV/c2

and a width of 1.05 GeV/c2 had axn
251.57. This is because

the interference with theD waves is weak at low-t and theS
wave is too narrow to constrain theP away from themhp0

;1.3 GeV/c2 region. The medium-t to large-t range should
be the best for constraining theP waves. Here theD waves
are dominant and someSwave is still present. In thist range,
however, acceptable solutions~with comparablexn

2) differ-
ent from the one listed in Table I could not be found.

The nonvanishing momentsH(10) ~Fig. 11!, H(11) ~Fig.
12!, H(30) ~Fig. 16!, H(31) ~Fig. 17!, andH(32) ~Fig. 18!
clearly indicate a presence of aP wave in thehp0 system.

d
FIG. 17. The observedH(31) moment as a function ofhp0

effective mass for different ranges of momentum-transfer-squa
utp2→hpu: ~a! low-utu, ~b! medium-utu, and~c! high-utu. The curves

are results of fits described in the text.H(31)5 4
7A 3

5 Re$P0D2* %
1 6/7A5 Re$P2D0* %.
5-12
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STUDY OF THEhp0 SPECTRUM AND SEARCH FOR . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW D 67, 094015 ~2003!
The large values of mass and width found indicate that
Breit-Wigner parametrization for these waves is most lik
inadequate.

VII. MASS AND t DEPENDENCE OF PARTIAL WAVES

A. PWA solutions and fits to the moments

In Figs. 22–24 various partial waves and phase diff
ences are shown as a function ofhp0 mass for the low-utu,
medium-utu, and high-utu ranges. In particular we show th
mass dependence of theS0 and D0 amplitudes and the
DF(S02D0) phase difference. Also shown is the mass d
pendence of theP1 and D1 amplitudes and theDF(P1

2D1) phase difference. The filled data points indicate
selected~physical! solutions. The additional points indicate
by open circles and dashed error bars are those ambig
solutions that satisfy the conditions described below.

The curves are the result of the fits to the moments wh
theP-wave Breit-Wigner parameters are allowed to float. W

FIG. 18. The observedH(32) moment as a function ofhp0

effective mass for different ranges of momentum-transfer-squa
utp2→hpu: ~a! low-utu, ~b! medium-utu, and~c! high-utu. The curves

are results of fits described in the text.H(32)5 2
7A 3

2 Re$P2D2* %

2
2
7A 3

2 Re$P1D1* %.
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refer the reader to similar plots shown in Fig. 7 for theS0
and D1 amplitudes and theDF(S02D0) phase difference
along the curves used to select the solutions.

The results of the fits to the moments~recalling that the
moments are unambiguous! were used to study the possib
inclusion of other ambiguous solutions not selected as
physical solutions. We compute ax2 that measures the de
viation of other ambiguous solutions from the partial wa
solutions obtained from the moments fits. This requirem
was imposed separately for theS0 and D1 waves and the
DF(S02D0) phase difference. In some cases several a
biguous solutions were found to havex2 similar to the se-
lected solutions and these are included in Figs. 22–24 as
open circles with dashed error bars. The mass-dependen
involving only theP1 andD1 amplitudes and theDF(P1

2D1)—as described below—phase difference were inse
tive to the inclusion of these solutions.

The fits shown in Figs. 22–24 describe theD0 andD1 in
all three utu regions. The values obtained for the mass a
width of the a2(1320) as shown in Table I are consiste

d
FIG. 19. The observedH(40) moment as a function ofhp0

effective mass for different ranges of momentum-transfer-squa
utp2→hpu: ~a! low-utu, ~b! medium-utu, and~c! high-utu. The curves
are results of fits described in the text.H(40)5 2

7 uD0u22
4

21 uD2u2

2
4

21 uD1u2.
5-13
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DZIERBA et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW D 67, 094015 ~2003!
with nominal values for this well understood state. TheS0 is
well described in the low-utu region and the mass and widt
shown in Table I for thea0(980) agree with published val
ues. Asutu increases the production of thea0(980) decreases
and the description of theS0 wave in Fig. 24, for the high-utu
range is problematic. In this region theS0 wave includes
mostly structureless background naturally subsumed into
S0 wave. Requiring that theS0 wave be described by a Brei
Wigner wave yields a width that is wide and driven by t
phase motion of thea2(1320) via theDF(S02D0) phase
difference. As noted above, the moment fits did not const
the parameters of a possible second scalar resonance
a0(1450). In the mass-dependent amplitude and phase
ference fits, the inclusion of a second scalar resonance in
low-t region yields M51.3460.06 GeV and G50.41
60.09 GeV for the mass and width of the seconda0 reso-
nance, while in the medium-t region we obtainM51.44
60.03 GeV and G50.2560.06 GeV, respectively. No
stable fit was found for high-t data.

The moments fits poorly describe theP1 waves in all
threeutu regions and theP1 amplitude peaks in the vicinity

FIG. 20. The observedH(41) moment as a function ofhp0

effective mass for different ranges of momentum-transfer-squa
utp2→hpu: ~a! low-utu, ~b! medium-utu, and~c! high-utu. The curves

are results of fits described in the text.H(41)5 2
7A 5

3 Re$D0D2* %.
09401
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of the dominantD1 wave strongly suggesting leakage. W
also note that theP1 wave has an additional lower mas
peak in the vicinity of thea0(980) in the low-utu region@see
Figs. 22 and 23 where production of thea0(980) is strong—
again suggesting leakage#. Our Monte Carlo studies indicat
that leakage of dominant waves can lead to false peak
other amplitudes but it is unlikely to cause false phase m
tion. Indeed thisP1 wave enhancement at about the mass
thea0(980) follows closely the behavior of theSwave in its
dependence on both mass and momentum transfer squ
Furthermore as shown in Fig. 22 and especially in Fig. 23
additional solutions allowed by the selection criteria~those
indicated by open circles! do not alter theS wave shape but
reduce the amplitude of theP1 wave in the region of
;1 GeV/c2. Furthermore, the fits to the moments do n
reveal anyP wave signal at;1 GeV/c2 and due to angular
momentum barrier effects it is expected that at low break
momentum theS wave should dominate over theP wave.

d
FIG. 21. The observedH(42) moment as a function ofhp0

effective mass for different ranges of momentum-transfer-squa
utp2→hpu: ~a! low-utu, ~b! medium-utu, and~c! high-utu. The curves
are results of fits described in the text.H(42)5 A10/21uD2u2

2 A10/21uD1u2.
5-14
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B. Systematics and the fitting procedure

The assumption was made earlier that waves withuM u
.1 were not important. In order to test this assumption
additional uM u52 D waves, one for each reflectivity, wer
included in the fits for all the moments including theH(43)
and H(44) moments. The Breit-Wigner distributions corr
sponding to the resulting fits are shown in Fig. 25 for t
D1 , D0 , D2 waves and the twoDM52 waves of opposite
reflectivities ~the two M52 curves are indistinguishable i
the plot!. This supports our original assumption.

The systematics of varying all possible fit assumptio
was studied for theD1-wave for the high-utu region and the
results are shown in the plot of Fig. 26. We chose to stu
this high-utu region since the description of theD1 wave
amplitude is poorest for this region~see Fig. 24!. The curve
is the result of the overall fit to the moments. The shad
region corresponds to the variations in the fit by letting
Breit-Wigner parameters for all the other waves vary in
possible combinations—that is, being fixed at nominal v
ues or allowed to float. TheD1 wave is within the system
atic errors.

C. Mass-dependent fits

The dependence of the measuredD1 andP1 amplitudes
and theDF(P12D1) phase difference as a function o
hp0 mass was fitted to two interfering Breit-Wigner lin
shapes following the method of Ref.@11#. Fits carried out

FIG. 22. PWA solutions for the~left top! S0 and~left middle! D0

waves and~left bottom! DF(S02D0) phase difference and for th
~right top! P1 and ~right middle! D1 waves and~right bottom!
DF(P12D1) phase difference for the low-utu region. The fits are
a result of the fit to the moments. The filled diamonds correspon
the selected solution. The open circles are additional solutions
lowed by the criteria described in the text.
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separately for the three ranges int are presented in the plot
of Fig. 27 and the fit parameters are listed in Table II. In F
28 theP-wave parameters obtained from the mass depen
fits are compared to those reported in Refs.@11–13#. The
P-wave mass obtained for the high-t range is consistent with
that reported in thehp2 channel but the width observe
here is significantly higher. The values obtained for the m
in the low-t and high-t ranges are lower than for thehp2

channel. The conclusion is that no consistent set of reso
P-wave parameters can describe the data while the reso
parameters obtained for thea2(1320) are consistent for vari
ous ranges inhp0 mass andutu and consistent with well-
established parameters from earlier experiments.

D. Description of the t dependence of theD waves

Figure 29 shows the dependence of theD1 , D0, andD2

waves as a function oftp2→hp . Since thea2(1320) is domi-
nant in these waves and the production of these wave
associated with exchanges well known from Regge phen
enology, a comparison of data with this known phenomen
ogy is a check on the methodology. Indeed thet dependence
is well described.

The D1 wave is produced via a naturalt-channel charge
exchange which is dominated by ther trajectory and is pa-
rametrized by@29#

to
l-

FIG. 23. PWA solutions for the~left top! S0 and~left middle! D0

waves and~left bottom! DF(S02D0) phase difference and for th
~right top! P1 and ~right middle! D1 waves and~right bottom!
DF(P12D1) phase difference for the medium-utu region. The fits
are a result of the fit to the moments. The filled diamonds co
spond to the selected solution. The open circles are additiona
lutions allowed by the criteria described in the text.
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D1
115 iA2

t8

4mN
2 S 12

t

ma
2D 2

ebrte2 ipar(t)/2

3G@12ar~ t !#sin@par~ t !/2# ~21!

FIG. 24. PWA solutions for the~left top! S0 and~left middle! D0

waves and~left bottom! DF(S02D0) phase difference and for th
~right top! P1 and ~right middle! D1 waves and~right bottom!
DF(P12D1) phase difference for the high-utu region. The fits are
a result of the fit to the moments. The filled diamonds correspon
the selected solution. The open circles are additional solutions
lowed by the criteria described in the text.

FIG. 25. Comparison of the intensity of theD waves for the
medium-utu region including theD waves withM52. There are two
M52 waves with opposite reflectivity.
09401
D1
125rA2t8

4mN
2 D1

11 . ~22!

Here theD1
12 andD1

11 are the nucleon helicity flip and
nonflip amplitudes, respectively, withr 57 in Eq. ~22! ac-
cording to Ref.@29# and

uD1u25uD1
11u21uD1

12u2. ~23!

to
l-

FIG. 26. TheD1 wave as a function ofhp0 effective mass for
the high-utu range. The curve is the result of an overall fit to th
moments, including aD-wave resonance, as described in the te
The shaded area is an estimate of the systematic errors derived
a variation of all combinations of the Breit-Wigner parameters
the S, P, andD amplitudes—as described in the text.

FIG. 27. PWA solution for the~top! P1 and~middle! D1 waves
and~bottom! DF(P12D1) phase difference for low-utu, medium-
utu, and high-utu as a function ofhp0 effective mass. The curves ar
the result of a mass-dependent fit assuming Breit-Wigner reson
forms for theP1 andD1 waves.
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The parameters of ther trajectory are given byar(t)50.5
10.9t@GeV2#, br53.25 GeV22 @30#. The fit of the
t-distribution given by Eq.~22! to the measuredt distribution
involves one parameter—the overall normalization—and
shown in Fig. 29. Some discrepancy is seen at larget, in
particular the characteristic dip of ther exchange att5mr

2 is
not seen. This indicates that there is some absorption
quired for thea2.

The D0 wave is produced via unnatural exchange and
expected to be dominated by theb1 in the nucleon helicity
flip amplitude and the tensor,Z trajectory (JPCI 52221) in
the nonflip amplitude. These can parametrized by@29#

D0
125 iA2t8

4mN
2 S 12

t

ma
2Debb1

t3e2 ipab1
(t)/2

3G@2ab1
~ t !#sin@pab1

~ t !/2#, ~24!

D0
115ebZte2 ipaZ(t)/2G@12aZ~ t !#cos@paZ~ t !/2# ~25!

TABLE II. The masses and widths obtained from a simul
neous fit toD1 intensity, theP1 intensity and theDF(P12D1)
phase difference. For these fits both waves are parametrize
Breit-Wigner resonances. In addition to the fits for the three ran
of t we also include the fit for the fullt range to compare with the
results of Ref.@11#.

all utu low-utu medium-utu high-utu

Ma2
1.326 1.316 1.329 1.326

60.0023 60.0049 60.0029 60.0036
Ga2

0.169 0.127 0.154 0.166
60.0069 60.014 60.0082 60.01

MX 1.272 1.301 1.268 1.356
60.017 60.014 60.023 60.021

GX 0.66 0.19 0.67 0.629
60.048 60.032 60.087 60.064

xn
2 3.23 2.13 1.51 1.60
09401
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with the parameters of the two trajectories given byab1
5

20.3710.9t @GeV2#, aZ50.9t @GeV2#, and bb1
5bZ5bp

54.51 GeV22 @30#.
The D2 wave is produced by unnatural parity exchan

and its t dependence is given byD2(t)5A2t8/4mN
2 Ḋ0(t).

The fit to the measuredD0 wave intensity has two
parameters—the normalization of the nucleon helicity fl
and nonflip amplitudes—and is also shown in Fig. 29.

E. Ratio of D waves

In a paper discussing the PWA of thehp system pro-
duced in peripheralpp interactions@31#, Sadovsky uses a
criterion for selecting the physical solution among the a
biguous solutions. The test involves a measurement of
ratio r S5(D02D2)/D1 . According to Regge phenomeno
ogy this ratio should fall asa/pp where a is determined
from other experiments. Atpp518 GeV/c this ratio is ex-
pected to ber S50.80. Integrating the distributions in Fig. 2
over all t we obtainr S50.7260.12.

VIII. CONCLUSIONS

A partial wave and moment~averages of spherical har
monics! analysis of data collected in experiment E852 fro
the reactionp2p→hp0n ~whereh→gg) as a function of
hp0 effective mass and momentum-transfer-squared
performed. The presence of two well-establisheda0(980)
anda2(1320) resonances allows for the imposition of crite
for selecting the physical solution among the mathematic
ambiguous solutions. The physical solution is consistent w
the presence of two interfering Breit-Wigner resonances
these states. The distribution in 12 acceptance-corrected
mentsH(L,M ) calculated directly from the data are cons
tent with moments calculated from the PWA solutions.

Every term in the moments withodd L ~5 of the 12! is
linear in theP wave and the observed moments distributio
are nonzero clearing indicating that the data demand
presence of aP wave. To allow for the inclusion of a possibl
resonance with exotic quantum numbers, the moments
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FIG. 28. Comparison of
P-wave mass and widths amon
various studies. A mass depende
fit to the D1 and P1 amplitudes
and DF(P12D1) phase differ-
ence, assuming Breit-Wigner line
shapes was carried out for th
E852 data forhp0 ~this study!
and hp2. Results are also com
pared to the Crystal Barrel results
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thus fit with the assumption of three interfering Breit-Wign
resonances for theS, andD, andP waves.

The data suggest weak production of thea0(1450). The
a0(1450) was established by the Crystal Barrel Collabo
tion in p̄p→p0p0h and p̄p→p0hh @28# with production
ratios for a0(1450):a0(980):a2(1320) equal to4:6:33 and
11:14:25, respectively. These are qualitatively consis
with our results. The dominantD1 , D0, andD2 waves are
consistent with production of thea2(1320) and fits to the
their line shapes are consistent with the resonance param
of this well-established tensor resonance. Moreover, the
servedt dependence of the individualD waves are well de-
scribed by Regge phenomenology as is their ratio. Fin
the a0 anda2 in the data are well described as Breit-Wign
resonances produced via at-channel exchange mechanism
regardless the treatment of theP wave and/or incoheren
background.

While the Breit-Wigner parametrization of theSwave and
D wave is physically well motivated and confirmed by t

FIG. 29. Dependence ofD1 ~circles!, D0 ~triangles!, and D2

~diamonds! waves onut8u or utp2→hpu2utminu. The curves are the
results of fits to forms for these distributions expected from Re
phenomenology.
V
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data, the resonance representation of theP wave is problem-
atic. The data unambiguously indicated that the phase of
P wave increases as the function of thehp0 mass which
corresponds to an attractive interaction in thehp0 P wave
channel. However, the data do not require the phase of thP
wave to increase over 90° nor is there compelling evide
for the intensity of theP wave to have a resonance shape
the mass range studied, i.e., from threshold to 1.8 GeV.

Mass-dependent fits, restricted to theP1 andD1 ampli-
tudes andDF(P12D1) phase difference, following the
method of Ref.@11# reporting an exoticJPC5121 meson
decaying intohp2, yield results inconsistent with those o
Ref. @11# and among the threet ranges in this analysis. Th
discrepancy in the resonance parameters found by fitting
natural waves alone is, however, smaller than the one fo
by fitting the full data sample~moments!.

However, by restricting the study to onlyP1 , D1 waves
and the phase,DF(P12D1), important additional informa-
tion from the remaining data is ignored. For example,
exotic P wave resonance should have the same resona
parameters in all threeP2 , P0, andP1 waves. These wave
represent different spin projections of the resonance and
data should discriminate between their production streng

Furthermore, we have found that the intensity of the we
waves, i.e.,P and S wave above thea0 region are more
affected by leakage from the strong,D waves due to thea2
than are the phase differences. Thus, since the m
dependent fit to the natural waves alone, is strongly c
strained by the intensity distribution of theP wave, it tends
to follow the a2 line shape, and force the fit to mimic
P-wave resonance with mass near thea2 mass.

In a separate paper we will present an alternative desc
tion of the mass dependentP-wave amplitude and phase th
does not require the existence of an exotic meson bu
consistent withhp rescattering.
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